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Stevie Wonder and Ariana Grande combine vocal forces on this joyful 

celebration of soul from the 2016 animated film “Sing.” With the 

bluesy bassline and irresistible drum track, you will join in the refrain 

“I got faith in you baby!” 

 

00225734 SATB…………………………………………………$2.15 

00225735 3-Part Mixed……………………………….………..$2.15 

00225736 2-Part……………….……………………………..…$2.15 

00225738 ShowTrax CD………………………………………$26.99 

00225737 Combo Parts (download only)..………………….$25.00 

 

Measure Movement 
1-2  Step clap 4 times starting left 
3  Funky 3 point turn L 
4  Cool slide right 
5  L heel out, then switch 
6  Switch heel LRL 
7  Switch heels R, L 
8 RLR 
9-10 Step touches pointing, touching foot in front 
11 4 count grapevine L 
12 Slide R wiping hands like “safe” 
13 Repeat heels out L, R 
14 LRL 
15 Stop and point slowly from L to R 
16 Wag R index finger 3 times 
17-20 “Tina Turner style” – jump forward with feet apart, clap high then jump 

back and clap low (repeat m. 17 four times total) 
21-22 Step clap 4 times 
23 Shuffle back with feet apart, churning Traveling hands 
24 Shuffle forward, leaning back, with hands to your heart 
25 Resume hop forward and clap high, then hop back and clap low 
26 Repeat m. 25 
27 Stop with feet apart and clasped prayer hands overhead on beat 2 and 

hold it 
28 Bring clasped hands slowly down to chest 
29-30 Walking knee pops facing downstage L, with a slow, slow fast, fast slow 

pattern 
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31 Wipe ala “safe” 
32 Double Dream hands that end with hands pushing down sides with 

flexed wrists 
33-34 Snapping fingers at sides, accent hips and shoulders 123,123 
35 Hug yourself 
36 Swivel LRL 
37 Step touch with pointed toes out front L, R 
38 As before, accent hips and shoulders 123,123 
39 Stop and point R, index finger high 
40 Wave index finger as you lower it 
41-44 Repeat m. 17-20 
45-46 Step clap 4 times 
47 Shuffle back with traveling hands 
48 Shuffle forward, leaning back and holding heart 
49-51 Repeat jump forward and clap high, then jump back and clap low (3 

times) 
52  Step apart on 1 and clasp prayer hands overhead on 2 
53-54  Step claps 
55  3 point funky turn to the L 
56  Slide R 
57  3 group add on – group 1 starts with rubber legs 
58  Continue rubber legs and twirl crazy fingers around your ears 
59  4 count grapevine (don’t cross feet) L 
60  Slide R 
61-64  Add group 2 and repeat m. 57-60 
65-68  Add group 3 and repeat m. 57-60 
69  Clasp prayer hands and crank in R knee then L knee 
70  Repeat Crank R knee then L knee 
71-72  Rubber legs with prayer hands 
73  Point at partner or audience 
74  Present both hands high on 1 
75-78  Repeat m. 17-20  
79-80  Step clap 4 times 
81  Shuffle back with traveling hands 
82  Shuffle forward, leaning back holding your heart 
83-84  Repeat jump forward and clap high, then jump back and clap low 
(repeat) 
85  Clasp prayer hands overhead 
86  Pull clasped hands down 
87-90  Repeat m. 17-20 
91-92 Step claps 
93 Shuffle back with traveling hands 
94 Shuffle forward with hands to heart 
95-100 Jump forward clap high, back and clap low. Continue until last 2 bars 
101 Slowly push clasped prayer hands up from chest 
102 Keep clasped hands high and look up on final beat 
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